Celebrate the 25th anniversary of Expo ‘86 under the dome

(Vancouver, BC) – It’s been 25 years since Vancouver celebrated its centennial with Expo ‘86, and it’s through that colourful summer of cultural collaboration that we the wonderful building which became Science World at TELUS World of Science came into being! Now, as Vancouver celebrates its 125th anniversary, Science World is hosting an Expo ‘86 Quarter Century Look-back Party to celebrate the event that changed False Creek and Vancouver forever.

Location: Science World at TELUS World of Science
Date: May 6, 2011
Time: 7pm-10:30 pm
Before May 5: $10 general admission, $15 with OMNIMAX film
Doors: $15 general admission, $20 with OMNIMAX film

Join us in looking back at Expo ‘86 during this memorable adults-only evening.

Party like it’s 1986 with:

• Live cover band Crucial Taunt playing 80s tunes.
• Films made just for Expo ‘86, including Rainbow War and Transitions.
• Limited edition Expo ‘86 inspired screen prints (BYO-T-Shirt!).
• Archival footage of Expo ‘86, specially curated by the Vancouver Archives.
• Photobooth.
• Expo ‘86 inspired artwork by Jeremy Shaw on loan from Presentation House.
• A special evening showing of HUBBLE in the OMNIMAX Theatre (Showing at 8pm).

More details and online ticket sales can be found at scienceworld.ca/swad.

The celebration is planned in cooperation with Vancouver is Awesome and Yelp Vancouver.

About Science World
Science World British Columbia is a charitable non-profit organization which engages British Columbians in science and inspires future science and technology leadership throughout our province.
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For further information contact:
Amanda McCuaig
Communications Coordinator
Tel: 604-443-7470
E-mail: amccuaig@scienceworld.ca